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How much does a chemist warehouse earn in australia

Avg. Base Salary (AUD)2.7Pros: Busy environment, large number of customers so you help more people. Close to my home and located in a lovely area.Cons: The salary will not increase with experience, minimal opportunity for professional development and that makes me worried about my future when I get older. Sometimes it gets hectic in the
store, also I feel there is a big barrier between the staff, the pharmacist and the owners or the general manager.Exhausting, soul destructive.Pharmacy Assistant in Melbourne, Victoria:Pros: Dealing with nice people & customers sometimes. Cons: Hectic, too much stock and endless boxes, long day of non stop movingRead More Reviews"About This
Company" data & logos provided byThis data is based on 47 survey responses.Avg. Salary: AU$43k - AU$84kAvg. Salary: AU$39k - AU$121kPay ranges for employees at The Chemist Warehouse by degree. The Chemist Warehouse Jobs by Hourly Rate Job Title Range Average Job Title:Pharmacy Assistant Range:AU$17 – AU$24 Average:AU$20
Pharmacist Range:AU$27 – AU$38 Average:AU$32 Retail Manager Range:AU$20 – AU$28 Average:AU$23 Pharmacist in Charge Range:AU$31 – AU$47 Average:AU$36 How do I get a job at a pharmacy? Requirements for pharmacy technicians will vary depending on the state you live in, but generally they’ll include: Obtaining a high school diploma
or GED. Passing a criminal background check. Completing a formal education or training progam. Continuing education hours to maintain good standing. Passing a certification exam. What is Chemist Warehouse known for? Who Are We? Chemist Warehouse continues to be at the forefront of internet pharmacy in Australia. The Chemist Warehouse
group now employs over 8000 staff members and is Australia’s largest pharmacy retailer. What award is Chemist Warehouse? Pharmacy Industry Award 2010 The Pharmacy Industry Award 2010 (the Award) applies to employees within the Chemist Warehouse network. The Award covers employers in the pharmacy industry. Can 14 year olds work at
Chemist Warehouse? You can work from 16 years old. What is the overall interview experience at Chemist Warehouse like? Is pharmacy a dying job? Is pharmacy a dying profession? Pharmacy is not a dying profession. Even with the adoption of technology, there will always be a need for pharmacists to dispense drugs. The pharmacist job market is
expected to grow between 4-6% between 2019 to 2021. Can you work at a pharmacy without a degree? You don’t need formal qualifications to become a Pharmacy Assistant, but it may help you succeed in your role. Gain on-the-job experience under the guidance of a senior Pharmacy Assistant or a Pharmacist. How many Chemist Warehouse
Employees are there in Australia? Chemist Warehouse has won numerous accolades and awards, been voted one of Australia’s best brands, and one of Australia’s most trusted retailers. The greatest indication of our success is the fact that more than 12,000+ employees have chosen our family, this company as the place to work and further their
careers. WHY JOIN US? Where is the number one chemist in Australia? Careers – Looking for a job in Australia’s Number one Chemist? Over the last 16 years Chemist Warehouse has grown from a single shop in the outer Western suburbs of Melbourne to become one of Australia’s top 10 retailers. Today, the group has over 400 stores across
Australia! How to become a chemist in Canberra ACT? This is an exciting opportunity for a highly motivated, aspiring and customer focused Pharmacist to join our ever growing and well-loved family business. In… We are offering a fantastic opportunity for an enthusiastic and passionate Dispensary Technician and Intern Pharmacist to join our team.
You will primarily… Are there any pharmacist interns at Chemist Warehouse? Chemist Warehouse is committed to developing quality Pharmacists throughout Australia. We provide our Intern Pharmacists with the resources and opportunities to set the foundation for a successful career as a Pharmacist. Jack gets qualified as a pharmacist in 1967 and
alongside his brother. The pair purchased their first pharmacy around this time in the 1970’s and 80’s against brothers established the iconic Le Specs, Le Tan and Australia’s brands before selling them in order to build the pharmacy at their pharmacy empire. The rest is pretty much history with Jack and his business partner finding enormous
success with the My Chemist and Chemist Warehouse Group. Please welcome, Jack Gance. Jake Gance: Thank you. Tim Reid: Now, Jack you started in pharmacy 40 years ago, but you very quickly decided to import Le Tan and Le Specs and Australias, was pharmacy not enough? Jake Gance: I enjoy the academic aspects of pharmacy, but I didn’t
really enjoy the business aspects of working inside the pharmacy. I want something a bit of a challenge Tim Reid: Very entrepreneurial back then. I don’t think it exists, did it? If it did it was a dirty word. Jake Gance: Yes, it is. It is in some cases, but what is the definition of entrepreneurship? Tim Reid: I knew you ask it. I don’t know, Jack. What is it?
Jake Gance: Well most people think that it is someone that takes a risk, but in fact one entrepreneur It doesn’t take a risk. An entrepreneur in fact mitigates the risk and does things in a way that makes sure that they don’t have as little risk as possible and that’s the difference between entrepreneurs and true entrepreneurs. True entrepreneur doesn’t
take risks. Tim Reid: Unusual question, what did your parents think back then? Because they you know you’ve studied hard. You’ve gone too far. You’ve qualified as a pharmacist. Jake Gance: My parents want me to be a doctor. Tim Reid: They weren’t happy, right? Jake Gance: Well, it was the second choice. Tim Reid: I just want to hear around the
room. I don’t think there’d be anyone who doesn’t know Australia’s Le Tan and Le Specs just put your hand up if you’re young enough to not actually they would be. There you go. It’s like these were iconic iconic Australian brands. Why? How? Jake Gance: Well, it was I guess it started with an urge to do something different to have a business
challenge and we had pharmacies. We have two pharmacies and we started importing sunglasses for our own stores and we decided to use I guess the strategic advantage we had which is being a pharmacist to selling sunglasses to other pharmacies. I think when I speak you I said that if you’re in business you should always look for a strategic
advantage. Is that point getting involved in any business venture. We don’t have a strategic advantage because if you do people with that strategic advantage with bloody noses when they’re fighting each other. So, there must have been three or four hundred people selling sunglasses to pharmacy, but we had the unique point of difference which was
that I was a pharmacist. I was selling to my fellow pharmacists and that’s how we started and that gave us the distribution. Tim Reid: So, your strategic advantage with those three brands was the fact that you know them before? Jake Gance: No, before we started. Before we developed the Le Specs, we sold very basic sunglasses on a price point, but
we sold them on the basis that we were fellow pharmacist. Why buy from the multinationals? Buy from us because we can provide you the same product at a much better margin for yourself and they believe us because we are that’s the way. Tim Reid: You are part of them. Jake Gance: That’s right. We’re part of that part of them. Tim Reid: Would it
be too simplistic to say and I can remember the Le Tan commercial because it was a lovely lady in a bikini sitting on the sunglasses. Oh no that was Le Specs, but would it be too simplistic to say that the advertising campaigns that supported these brands are allowed a major reason why they became iconic? Jake Gance: Well, I think it was a matter of
a number of things. Firstly, it was a product itself. I mean up until about 1978 we were gradually growing our market share in sunglasses to other pharmacies. It wasn’t until 1979 we were in a trade show in Paris and my wife Evelyn saw a pair of sunglasses on the back of the stand that was quite different and it had a pair of hanging off it and we said
to the guy what is this and is this a new unbreakable product. So, we brought it back and went to an advertising agency. We said we can’t afford to pay, but privatizing. We won’t advertise and I read a book by John Singleton that talked about counter advertising. We said we want to do this on a counter advertising basis and so, they designed the
advertising campaign and they designed the they actually gave the name Le Specs and they produced the point of sale and the TV campaign and that’s what really got us from point of where we had about 10 percent market share at about 30% overnight because the campaign was so fantastic and the product was quite so unique and different, but like
an entrepreneur we didn’t spend half a million dollars on TV advertising. We did on the basis that we paid so much per pair that was sold and that’s what gave us the start. Tim Reid: It was a pretty good deal. Jake Gance: At that time, it was a very good deal and they did well and we did. Tim Reid: They would’ve done very well. Jake Gance: They did
well and we did well. Tim Reid: And the same goes for Le Tan and Australias? Jake Gance: Well, after the first year, we were able to look at the market and we said: Well, first of all there is no national TV station. We used Victoria initially. So, to do it nationally, we would have had to done deals with every state. It would have been too complicated and
we knew that it was going to be successful. So we’re prepared to put our money behind it, but the initial year where we didn’t know we didn’t risk anything. Tim Reid: You sold those three brands in 1991. Jake Gance: 91. Yeah. Tim Reid: Why? Jake Gance: It’s a good question. Tim Reid: Is that a sign, I wish I hadn’t? or it was time? Jake Gance: Well,
I mean it is. I mean you know sometimes, I wish I hadn’t, but we got enough we couldn’t refuse and at that stage you know the bigger you get, the more debt you have, the more risk you have. We had a product that was French and it was a French nuclear testing and we thought if this you know if they ban French products. What’s going to happen.
So, we were you know I guess you know my kids weren’t very happy even when wasn’t very was particularly happy either, but when I got an offer that you can’t refuse, you can’t refuse. So, we sold it and it was a bittersweet situation. Tim Reid: But now, I mean given what’s happened since then copies of all those different products are rife. Jake
Gance: Well, those copies back then. But yeah. Tim Reid: Right. Not as much. Jake Gance: Well, not as much anyway. So, we sold the brand. We sold the company and we have 35 stores at the time. I went back and did an MBA and then we developed My Chemist and Chemist Warehouse was it developed in 2000. Tim Reid: Well let’s talk about that
because anyone else have a fetish about going to Kim? I love going to is it chemist warehouse? Yeah. There’s a lady. It’s weird. I just thought I was the only one. It’s just the two of us or is there a roomful of people who like going to chemists? Jake Gance: Why not shop at a store? Tim Reid: Do you have a name for that? Jake Gance: What’s that? Tim
Reid: That feeling of I just love going to Chemist’s Warehouse. It’s very unusual. Jake Gance: It’s a unique experience. I think you know I mean when we have about Chemist’s Warehouse we weren’t really sure when was going to work because we took a big big punt. I know entrepreneurs don’t normally take risks or at least true entrepreneurs don’t,
but we had we had but that’s actually about 35 stores and we figured that we can try and we can we can try this model where we give a big discount, have big volumes, have big stores and try to reduce the overall cost of operating the business. The two biggest costs in a pharmacy for any business is wages and rent and we took second real locations
biggest stores and the whole idea was that we were going to have a higher volume at lower rental facilities so that we could reduce those two expenses and it worked. I mean the average pharmacy makes 35 percent gross margin and we dropped our prices by 25 percent across the board. So, it didn’t leave a lot of margin so went to buy better, when
to have a better supply chain, where they have a higher average turnover. So, the average pharmacy today even today that’s about one and a half million dollars turnover and we were doing about 10 million dollars then. Tim Reid: Per pharmacy? Wow. Jake Gance: We’ve got still it to 30 up to 40 million. Tim Reid: Just to understand that because
you’re saying you had 35 stores within My Chemist store? Jake Gance: My Chemist store. Tim Reid: Okay. Which was a run of the mill. Jake Gance: It was step above the other stores. Tim Reid: It was like an Amcal? Jake Gance: Was like an Amcal. We had probably more fun a shop’s product. Tim Reid: It was products priced at a point it was not a lot
of discounting. Jake Gance: There was no discounting. We had a pseudo discount. We had deals and we had promotions and we had a loyalty club where we gave money back. Tim Reid: So, did you almost create a gap in the market with My Chemist. You’ve kind of all of a sudden there is an opportunity to create literally a Chemist Warehouse and is
that how the idea formed? Jake Gance: Well, the idea came if we could have a pharmacy that was doing 10 to 15 million dollars turnover and the efficiencies would be greater. We could have offered a 25 percent discount on every product we sell and still make margin. So, that’s what it was a big risk because if we didn’t achieve the numbers we get
away the discount, we go broke. Tim Reid: You go there and you’re cannibalizing My Chemist, aren’t you? Jake Gance: Well surprisingly didn’t really cannibalize My Chemist and we drew from a bigger catchment area. My Chemist was really a community store that people would go you know we’d have three or four in a suburb mini ponds we have
three My Chemist stores, but now with Chemist Warehouse we tend to have a larger catchment we have fewer stores in an area. Tim Reid: I imagine you would have got a fair bit of flak from various quarters because I imagine I mean every business I mean a lot of business owners are scared of thinking out of the box and taking risks because
someone might say something. Jake Gance: The average pharmacist hates us because we have affected the whole margin structure in pharmacy. They’re all trying to compete with us. I mean if they compete there’s 100 percent if they match our prices, they’ll go broke because they can’t because they want 35 percent margin if they match up prices
that won’t even cover their rent. So, they pretend or they just provide better service or try to do. You know I mean so we’re not really liked in the industry. Tim Reid: Tell me. You mentioned and service you mention you know the model of My Chemist or the Amcal Chemist is offering great service. I notice a consumer that when I go to JB Hi-Fi. I don’t
think the service is that great. When I go to a chemist warehouse, I actually think the service Chemist Warehouse has improved in the last couple of years. I don’t know whether I’m just noticing that, but as you do you have a service policy of just get them in and get them out? Or is there actually some science behind what you say to your staff. Jake
Gance: We do a lot of training. I know Chris was saying about the training. A training is very important. We do a lot of training and I think it’s the culture of the organization. I mean everyone that works in the chemist warehouse the owners have all got through a program where they were sued and became a trainee and then they became a manager
and they became a partner. So, we have 140 partners and those partners run individual stores and there’s a culture of ownership you know in those stores. Tim Reid: When you say a partner is that often they have financial equity? Jake Gance: Financial equity. Yeah! So, we have about 140 people that have a financial equity and they work individual
stores. They might work two or three stores and that’s one of the reasons because the partners they’re like the owners there and they have been through the whole of the program saying as a student trainee and then become a pharmacist manager and then a partner and so the culture is very strong. Customer service you know focus on the customer
and provide all the support. Tim Reid: Warren Buffett just sold down 900 million dollars’ worth of Walmart shares that he’s holding on to? Citing a nervousness with retail. What do you think? I’ll get you to get your crystal ball out now. I mean a threat to you must be the Internet. Jake Gance: Well it is. I mean we’re the biggest pharmacy on the
Internet we do about 200 million dollars a year on that which is still a very small percentage of our business. The Internet certainly is a threat and you know and we’re concerned about what’s going to happen with Amazon coming into the marketplace, but a lot of the products that we sell there’s an immediacy thing you know and when they work in it
we’ll get to our stores. There’s a whole theatre in that. I mean there’s a lot of noise a lot of signage. It’s a very busy environment very crowded and it’s that sort of atmosphere. You know there’s no doubt what we what our offering is our offering is lot of variety a lot of product at very good prices and we provide good service as well. Tim Reid: Do you
have people in a backroom sort of planning what to do about that threat? Jake Gance: To be honest, no we haven’t taken a lot. Well you know we focus on our own issues rather than looking around. I mean we don’t really take a lot of notice of what everyone else does. We run our own our own game. Tim Reid: Let’s talk inspiration. You’re a successful
businessman yourself. Where do you where have you sought inspiration in the past from anyone or anything? Jake Gance: Well, I think you know like Chris was saying he doesn’t like to copy things. I think that the plagiarism saves a lot of time. So, we see things all over the world and we adapt them. You know I mean you get an idea you go to a trade
show try a trade show and you might see something that works for you that you know I mean you know I get excited about seeing something at a trade show something different. We try to adapt it. Tim Reid: And what is there a process of adaption I’m always interested in where you know you see an idea getting it into the marketplace getting it into
your business. Is that an easy thing? Jake Gance: Well, I doubt that. I mean with the 450 stores you know and the sort of scale we’re at it’s a lot harder to bring things in because you’ve got to follow a process and as you know because we have a process that it becomes I mean all our stores are planogram. So, you know if you want something if you
want to sell something through our stores it has to have a place. You can just say I’ll put it on the counter there’s no counter space. So, it takes a lot more work and yeah, we have to make sure that you know that it is going to fit into the environment and that it and that it’s going to add value to our business. Tim Reid: There is an incredible
consistency about Chemist Warehouse? Jake Gance: We hope there is. Tim Reid: Seems to be managed within an inch of its life almost. Jake Gance: Well, that’s it not to that extent I mean, but we do it we are we have teams that go around and do store inspections and they get marked down for you know inconsistent signage and for not following the
process. I mean one of the things that’s important for our industry is to get support for the manufacturers and get support manufacturers. You have to have consistency you have to have every store has to. If you say you’re going to have a go gondola end you’ll get like 100,000 dollars gondola end. We have to have that gondola end and same way in
every store. Yeah. Now that doesn’t work with Amcal because they’re individual owners and there’s no corporation that sort of runs it. There’s no planogram price line to some extent but in our stores, they know that if they if they do a deal with us we’ll buy 100,000 units that will be in every store. It will have a facing it will have support and it will be
on the television sets. It will be in the window it will be on display and that’s important. Consistency is really really important to be able to get the support of the manufacturers. Tim Reid: What a move on talk about family. You started the family business association of Australia, is that correct? Jake Gance: I did, yeah! Tim Reid: And family has been an
integral part in running My Chemist and Chemist Warehouse? Jake Gance: Well, my brothers involved. My nephew is now involved. Evelyn has always been involved. My partner Mario whose two brothers are involved and he’s got half his family there. Tim Reid: Does it make business easier or harder? Jake Gance: Both. I mean the thing about family.
A family business is that you can have loyalty, loyalties you’d expect loyalty with the family and that’s what that’s a given. Then, it’s being able to get the person to work to the level that they’re good at. I mean not everybody you know uses is as brilliant as you like and not everyone has skills and I think the trick is to be able to balance you know the
inconsistencies with the ability with the benefits of having loyalty and honesty and integrity that is just unquestionable. If it’s a family member. Tim Reid: Is it easier or harder to have those conversations? Because if it’s someone’s not a family member in a business you can kind of go you know things aren’t working out you know. You either need to
pick your socks up or we’re going to need to find someone else. Whereas with family, there’s something more at stake isn’t there. Jake Gance: Well, as with family is that sometimes people feel I will never be able to achieve a position because the family members always going to get the job and that’s a difficulty. I mean like you know family business
Australia has a lot of courses and training about the balance between you between picking people to run the business based on ability and family. You know this you know there is advantages in both and you’ve got to have the right mix and balance and not everyone is good at running a business just because you don’t happen to be the entrepreneur
that started the business doesn’t mean that you’re going to be any good and often your father’s going to have second guesses about you and thinks everything you do is useless and no good anyway. So, it makes it very hard. Other people say that their kids can’t do any bad and if the kids do whether it’s good or otherwise is fantastic, but everyone says
that’s not true. Tim Reid: I’m going to open up to questions shortly, but I’d love to know technology in Chemist Warehouse stores. What role does it play? Jake Gance: It’s very important. We have control around technology. We written their own point of sale. We’ve written our own data base. Tim Reid: What would you do that? Surely, they’d be off the
shelf solutions. Jake Gance: There was. It’s actually the I mean when you’re at the scale that we are we just write our own our own dispensing system was costing us half a million dollars a year in support before the dispensing system. We rent our own and the advantage is that we can control it if we want to do tweaks if we want to do any changes,
it’s in-house and we can do it. I think it’s really really important for us that we’re actually able to control it. So, if we were to make changes, we just we make them and it flows through to the stores. We have a very robust network. We have two data centres that have shadows of our IT system that are connected by fibre optic cable. We have a fibre
optic cable to every store. We control the computers in the store and head office. We have a team of about 50-60 technicians that work on support go out and set up that you know we set up our own to set up a store. We set up a store within 10 days so we have the bare walls, we can set the shelving, the telephone system, the computers, socket,
cameras within 10 days. Tim Reid: How many stores you’re opening in a year? Jake Gance: About 40 a year and we do it. We do them in about each one in about 10 days. Tim Reid: How exciting! Who’s got a question for Jack?
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